
Peace TeamOne...positivez...          1 day at at time...I was studying the charts yesterday to get clearer 

about the core understanding of where price momentum happens, and I was reminded of previous 

lessons. It helps to have Multi-time frame "Forest from the trees" perspective...After study, I found 

(once again) two trade setup opportunity points 1) 4 hour and 1 hour charts, working with price at 

bollinger/stochastic overbought/oversold, while above/below 50 and 100 SMA (this could yield 20 to 40 

pips or more) 2) 15 minute chart - 50-100 SMA cross over, while also considering the 7-20 X crossover 

indicator (arrow on 15 min chart) 10+ pip trading...Both ideas are what was previously called "MF" 

trading..."Momentum Fulcrum" or "Market Flow" trading...so, yesterday, the idea was to make peace 

with "MF"...it seems that so much of the "Time is money" scarcity trading community world, is a frazzled 

and emotional rush to teach, or to learn, or a push to sell courses to learn/teach about trading...it's 

probably kind of a confusing journey to most beginning traders I'm sure?...living on Earth with many 

intolerant governments, and resource hoarding leadership strongholds ruling across the Earth, it's 

difficult for most of us to find financial peace...I believe there needs to be more peace with "facing the 

market"...it should be like checking emails or making food, something that is not a frazzling experience 

(hopefully)?...so, for me, yesterday, I had to get readjusted to seeing both the 4 hour/1 hour chart 

"Forest" view, and the 15 minute chart "Trees" view...or "1st seat and 2nd seat"...then I can use the 

Trendline EA/Robot to enter trades at good "MF"       moments...it seems with 4 hour/1 hour charts and 

15 minute charts (Multi time frame study)...we can't have one without the other.....like Twins that are 

an expression of balance...it's Mother Nature's way of teaching us natural truth...anyway...my chart 

study helped me "get this thing between my ears thinking clear" about trading focus...cool...here are 

some "MF" chartbeats..."What it is, is what it was"...At ease, what it is myyyy Brotha...At ease, What it is 

myyy Sistah......Love and encouragement...peace on Earth...1 

 



 

  

 


